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An MRI Von Economo – Koskinas atlas

Lianne H. Scholtensa, Marcel A. de Reusa, Siemon C. de Langea, Ruben Schmidtb, Martijn P. van
den Heuvela,⁎

a Brain Center Rudolf Magnus, Department of Psychiatry, University Medical Center Utrecht, The Netherlands
b Brain Center Rudolf Magnus, Department of Neurology, University Medical Center Utrecht, The Netherlands

A B S T R A C T

The cerebral cortex displays substantial variation in cellular architecture, a regional patterning that has been of
great interest to anatomists for centuries. In 1925, Constantin von Economo and George Koskinas published a
detailed atlas of the human cerebral cortex, describing a cytoarchitectonic division of the cortical mantle into
over 40 distinct areas. Von Economo and Koskinas accompanied their seminal work with large photomicro
graphic plates of their histological slides, together with tables containing for each described region detailed
morphological layer specific information on neuronal count, neuron size and thickness of the cortical mantle.
Here, we aimed to make this legacy data accessible and relatable to in vivo neuroimaging data by constructing a
digital Von Economo Koskinas atlas compatible with the widely used FreeSurfer software suite. In this
technical note we describe the procedures used for manual segmentation of the Von Economo Koskinas atlas
onto individual T1 scans and the subsequent construction of the digital atlas. We provide the files needed to run
the atlas on new FreeSurfer data, together with some simple code of how to apply the atlas to T1 scans within
the FreeSurfer software suite. The digital Von Economo Koskinas atlas is easily applicable to modern day
anatomical MRI data and is made publicly available online.

1. Introduction

The cerebral cortex shows large variation in cytoarchitectonic
organization. In the early twentieth century, building on the scientific
foundation provided by preceding neuroanatomist pioneers such as
Carl Hammarberg (Hammarberg, 1895), Alfred Walter Campbell
(Campbell, 1905) and Korbinian Brodmann (Brodmann, 1909),
Constantin von Economo and George Koskinas (Fig. 1A) worked on a
detailed mapping of the cytoarchitectural anatomy of the human
cerebral cortex (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925). Their joint efforts
resulted in a detailed atlas of the human cerebral cortex including, as
they describe, 54 large main cortical areas (which they called “Grund
Areae”), 76 smaller variants (“Varianten”) and 107 finer modification
areas (“Modifikationen”) (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925). In total,
Von Economo and Koskinas marked 48 cortical and 3 hippocampal
regions (composed of 43 main regions and 8 variants) to be the most
consistent and distinct regions of the cortex and included detailed
tables in their 1925 textbook describing the cytoarchitectural char
acteristics of these regions; including layer specific neuronal cell size,
cell count and width of the cortical mantle.

Today, imaging techniques such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging

(MRI) allow for assessment of structural brain measures in large
groups of healthy subjects and patient populations in vivo. A wide
range of different brain atlases in MRI space have been constructed,
using a variety of different techniques. Well known examples of these
include the gyral based Desikan Killiany (Desikan et al., 2006) and
Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) (Tzourio Mazoyer et al., 2002)
atlases, the probabilistic International Consortium for Brain Mapping
atlas (ICBM, (Mazziotta et al., 2001)), and the postmortem histology
based JuBrain Cytoarchitectonic Atlas (Zilles and Amunts, 2010). More
recently, atlases have strived to combine multiple modalities in
parcellating the human cerebral cortex (Toga et al., 2006), cumulating
in a multimodal brain map based on combined borders in microscale
cortical architecture together with task fMRI based feature maps,
resting state connectivity, and folding patterns (Glasser et al., 2016).
In spirit of these endeavors, we here make the legacy of histological
morphological data (Fig. 1B) of Von Economo and Koskinas accessible
and of use to today's MRI scientists. The goal of this technical note is

to report and make freely available a digital atlas of the Von Economo
and Koskinas data in MRI space, one that is easy to use in the well
known FreeSurfer imaging processing pipeline (Fischl, 2012). Using
the original atlas and the original descriptions in the accompanying
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1925 textbook of Von Economo and Koskinas (von Economo and
Koskinas, 1925) we segmented the by Von Economo and Koskinas
identified 48 cortical regions onto the cortical surface reconstruction of
20 T1 datasets and subsequently constructed a group averaged digital
Von Economo Koskinas atlas suited for the FreeSurfer software suite.

In what follows we first describe the original 1925 work of Von
Economo and Koskinas, followed by a description of our procedures to
create a digital Von Economo Koskinas atlas. We document our
manual segmentations of the 48 cortical regions on high resolution T1
scans, followed by the procedures we used to construct a group
averaged atlas usable in FreeSurfer. We describe easy to use exemplary
code to run the atlas on FreeSurfer segmented T1 scans and conclude
with a validation of the atlas usability by comparing the cortical width
of areas of the cortical mantle as provided by Von Economo and
Koskinas with corresponding MRI based estimates on 400+ in vivo T1
scans from the Human Connectome Project. The resulting FreeSurfer
Von Economo Koskinas atlas and accompanying exemplary code are
provided as Supplementary Material to this paper and are made
publicly available for download online at www.dutchconnectomelab.
org/economo.

2. Atlas segmentation procedures and validation

2.1. The 1925 Von Economo Koskinas atlas

Constantin von Economo started his work on mapping the
cytoarchitecture of the brain in 1912 and was joined in his labors in
1919 by neuroanatomist George Koskinas (Triarhou, 2005; von
Economo and Koskinas, 1925) (Fig. 1A). Their combined 1925
neuroanatomical work consisted of three volumes: 1) a textbook
providing the literature background, methods and a full description
of each distinct cortical area, together with tables containing detailed
quantitative information of regional cytoarchitecture and layer specific
cortical thickness for the (as labeled by Von Economo and Koskinas) 48

most important cortical regions (Fig. 1B) (the tables were recently
reproduced by Karger AG in (von Economo, 2009)) 2) a folder
containing 112 panels with photomicrographic plates of size
40×40 cm of representative histological examples of each described
brain area and its variants (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925) (folder
with photographic plates reproduced by Karger AG, Basel (von
Economo et al., 2008)) (Fig. 1D), and 3) a manual for the folder, with
a brief description of the brain mapping as well as details on the exact
cortical location of each histological slice included in the folder
(Fig. 1C). In their textbook, Von Economo and Koskinas provided a
comprehensive description of their defined cortical areas, together with
detailed illustrations showing lateral, medial, ventral and dorsal views
of their constructed 1925 cortical atlas (von Economo and Koskinas,
1925) (Fig. 2, Supplemental Fig. S1). A historical overview of the lives
and work of Von Economo and Koskinas is outlined by Lazaros C.
Triarhou (Triarhou, 2005; Triarhou, 2006).

Von Economo and Koskinas were pioneers in many aspects, setting
new standards to the field. They devised a structured histological
processing pipeline to precisely and with consistent quality document
the cytoarchitecture of the human cerebral cortex. As they documented
in their 1925 writings on their work (Fig. 1C) (von Economo and
Koskinas, 1925), they were keen on carefully standardizing and
documenting each step in their multi day process. They used photo
graphy to record all donor samples on which the locations of the later
studied brain slices were noted (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925).
Furthermore, instead of making coronal or horizontal sections through
the entire brain, Von Economo and Koskinas devised a new, custom
method of slicing brain material, cutting blocks perpendicular to the
cortical surface and gyral axis of each winding of the brain to allow the
cortical thickness to be measured accurately (straight) at each location
in the cortex (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925). Each tissue block was
labeled and its location marked onto the whole brain photographs.
After all blocks were cut, they were all processed together in an
identical fashion, resulting in identical Nissl (toluidine blue) staining

Fig. 1. The 1925 Von Economo Koskinas atlas. (A) Figure shows portraits of Constantin von Economo (left) and George Koskinas (right). (B) An example table from the 1925
accompanying textbook containing cytoarchitectonic data (C) The 1925 Von Economo Koskinas atlas (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925): the folder containing 112 photomicrographs
(right) and the manual to the folder (left). (D) A photograph of one of the original photomicrographs included in the atlas (showing a cross section of the hippocampus), with stamps of
approval of Von Economo and Koskinas (inset).
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quality and intensity. Next, again unique for their time and introducing
a new way of documenting anatomical work, high resolution photo
graphs (Zeiss planar 1:4.5 F=2 cm, final magnification 100x) were
taken of each of the stained sections. These plates formed the basis of
their presented atlas in 1925 (Fig. 1D) (von Economo and Koskinas,
1925).

2.2. Data demographics

Von Economo and Koskinas based their mappings on detailed
analysis and observations of several healthy brain samples. As de
scribed in their 1925 writings (see Supplemental Materials for quotes
of their textual description) (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925) they
only included brains of people without psychiatric abnormalities or
neurological symptoms within the age range of 30 to 40 years (text
book, page 8). Furthermore, most likely they included information on
left and right hemispheres of male as well as female donors together, as
they explicitly mentioned in their 1925 writings that they did not have
sufficient information to draw conclusions on gender or hemispheric
differences (see e.g. page 284, 309, 320 of (von Economo and Koskinas,
1925)).

2.3. Cortical areas

Von Economo and Koskinas started out by first dividing the cortical
mantle into 7 lobes (occipital, parietal, temporal, frontal, cingulate,
hippocampal and insular) and then subdivided these lobes into 54
basic regions, followed by the smaller 76 variants and 107 modification
areas. The basic 54 regions were grouped per lobe and for each region
they provided a description in 7 subsections, including 1) Macroscopic

appearance; 2) Microscopic appearance; 3) Ratios of the layers to each
other; 4) Description of individual layers; 5) General overview: extent,
borders and variants; 6) Historic contemplations and myelination; 7)
Physiological considerations. It is on these 7 categories that they based
their original mapping of the cortex into cortical regions. Region names
are constructed as follows: the first letter indicates the lobe the region
can be found on (for instance occipital lobe O), followed by the
second letter indicating the region number (for instance A the first
region labeled on the lobe), an optional lower caps Greek symbol
indicates a smaller subregion. From these regions Von Economo and
Koskinas identified 48 as the most important distinct regions of the
human cortex (see for the full name and description of each region
Supplemental Table S1). It was of this cortical subdivision that we set
out to make a digital version usable in modern day MRI analysis
software suites.

2.4. MRI dataset

We now describe the procedures used to make a digital version of
the 1925 Von Economo Koskinas atlas usable in FreeSurfer. We
started out by selecting T1 scans (3 T Philips Achieva scanner, 3D FFE
using parallel imaging, TR/TE 10ms/4.6ms, 200 slices, acquisition:
0.75 mm isotropic voxel size, resliced: 1x1×1 mm voxels) of n=20
individuals, randomly drawn from a large group of healthy controls of
previous studies of our group (van den Heuvel et al., 2012; van den
Heuvel and Sporns, 2011; van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013; van den
Heuvel et al., 2013). Similar to the reported set of Von Economo and
Koskinas (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925) subjects were selected to
be in the age range of 30 40 years (mean age 33.3 years (std:3.7)) and
included data from both males (n=11) and females (n=9). Each of the

Fig. 2. 1925 Von Economo Koskinas atlas illustrations. Figure shows illustrations as included in the original 1925 Von Economo Koskinas atlas: (A) lateral view of the cortical
mapping, (B) dorsal view, (C) ventral view, (D) medial view.
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individual T1 scans was processed using the FreeSurfer software
package (Fischl, 2012) (http://freesurfer.net/; RRID:SCR 001847,
version 5.3.0), resulting in individual tissue segmentation and
cortical surface reconstruction. Tissue classifications and surface
reconstructions were manually checked for proper segmentation.

2.5. Manual segmentation of Von Economo Koskinas areas

Next, using the tksurfer label segmentation and editing tools
included in the FreeSurfer toolset (version 5.3.0), the 48 cortical
regions of the 1925 Von Economo and Koskinas atlas were manually
segmented onto both hemispheres of the FreeSurfer cortical surface
reconstruction. The region boundaries as illustrated and described in
detail in the textbook of the 1925 Von Economo Koskinas atlas
(Figs. 1, 2) were used to segment each region on the cortical rendering
(von Economo and Koskinas, 1925). First, for each region separately,
we carefully plotted individual landmark points onto the surface using
the ‘drawing tool’ of tksurfer. This was followed by connecting the dots
and filling the label with the ‘paint label tool’. The result was saved as
a.label file (Fig. 3). This procedure was repeated for all regions
separately. Next, after drawing all individual regions, a visual cross
check was performed of all labels together to correct any gaps and/or
overlap between labels and to compare their position with the
descriptions in the 1925 Von Economo Koskinas atlas. Label

segmentation was performed by primary researcher LHS to ensure
constant segmentation quality, in close conjunction with the other
authors.

Three specific comments on the manual segmentations are noted.
Of the 48 regions, region PB2 was described by Von Economo and
Koskinas as being situated in an island like fashion within PB1, and we
therefore merged PB1 and PB2 into one region for cortical segmenta
tion. Second, 6 small and narrow ribbon like regions (LE1, LE2, FJ,
FK, FM, FN) were hard to reliably segment onto cortical surface
reconstructions (Fig. 2). These regions are predominantly situated on
the outer boundary of the cortical gray matter and are generally only a
few millimeters in width. We therefore merged the thin regions LE1
and LE2 into one region LE, FJ and FK into region FJK and FM and FN
together with FL into region FLMN (see Supplemental Fig. S1) to
ensure consistent cross subject segmentation of all regions included in
the FreeSurfer Von Economo Koskinas atlas. In summary, this
resulted in manual segmentations of in total 43 regions per hemi
sphere, for n=20 individual datasets. Fig. 4 shows three exemplary
individual segmentations. Third, the majority of the Von Economo
Koskinas regions do not occupy the entire extent of a gyrus or sulcus
(with the exception of region PC, OC, TF and sulcal wall regions PA, PB
and PD) and thus had at least one edge which was not delimited by
macroscale landmarks (sulci). To segment these regions, we deter
mined the size and location of the Von Economo Koskinas region on

Fig. 3. Drawing cortical labels. Figure illustrates the process of how we segmented a Von Economo Koskinas region (here shown region FA) onto an exemplary cortical surface
reconstruction. (A) Figures shows the region outlined in red on the 1925 Von Economo Koskinas lateral and medial illustration, (B) the plotted outline of the region on the cortical
surface reconstruction, (C) completed and filled-in region label. Shades of green indicate the curvature of the cortex. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).
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the FreeSurfer cortical surface reconstructions based on the relative
size of that region in relation to the total size of the gyrus it occupied as
presented in the visual representations of the cortical atlas provided by
Von Economo and Koskinas (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925). As
such, in case a region occupied e.g. X cm on the total Y cm length of the
gyrus in the 1925 atlas descriptions, the boundary was segmented on
the X/Y part of the gyrus in the MRI cortical surface reconstructions.
An example of this is region TE, located on the lateral and ventral
surface of the temporal lobe (see atlas Fig. 2). The border of area TE
with temporal pole area TG cannot be determined based on a clear
macroscale landmark and was therefore drawn based on its location
relative to the total (caudal to frontal) length of the temporal lobe as
illustrated and described in the 1925 atlas (Fig. 3). Another example
includes frontal areas FH and FG, which on the medial surface are
partially separated by the sulcus rostralis superior, but more caudally
have a border that diverges away from this sulcus and does not overlap
with clear landmarks. After consideration of the original 1925 atlas
descriptions by Von Economo and Koskinas, the location of this
diversion was segmented proportionally to the full length (anterior
rostral) of the medial orbitofrontal lobe (Supplemental Fig. S2). An
overview of all label borders is given in Supplemental Table S2.

2.6. Individual variation

In their 1925 textbook accompanying the photomicrographic
plates, Von Economo and Koskinas reported variation in total brain
volume and gyrification patterns between their studied individuals. As
a result, defined cortical areas and boundaries varied from one subject
to another. Meticulous as Von Economo and Koskinas were, they
closely examined multiple subjects, of which they observed and
described individual variation in region boundaries. To capture (to
the extent possible) macroscale individual variation in gyrification
patterns and accompanying architectural boundaries, the cortical atlas
was manually segmented on n=20 individuals (rather than a single
average standardized T1 scan, as for example the Colin27 average brain
(Holmes et al., 1998) in (Scholtens et al., 2015)), and the original
documentation and schematic illustrations of Von Economo and
Koskinas was used to map boundaries in the individual subjects (von
Economo and Koskinas, 1925). For this we used the region specific

descriptions in which Von Economo and Koskinas provided insight into
the between subject variation in gross cortical architecture they
encountered in their postmortem examinations. For those regions of
which they encountered large individual variation (such as the occipital
pole region OC), Von Economo and Koskinas included exemplary
illustrations, showing alternative folding patterns (See for examples
Supplementary Fig. S3). For each individual T1 scan, LHS studied and
used the original German text to get the best matching location for each
cortical region was selected in the textbook to segment the matching
regions on the cortical surface reconstructions (Fig. 5).

2.7. FreeSurfer Von Economo Koskinas atlas training

After manual segmentation on each of the individual datasets, the
FreeSurfer mris label2annot function was used to merge each of the
manually created.label files with a.ctab color table (containing a RGB
color label for each of the regions) obtaining individual annotation files
(.annot files). Next, across the group of subjects, individual.annot files
were taken as input for the mris ca train function, training a cortical
parcellation atlas file by combining geometric (curvature) information
from the cortical model with the manually assigned labels from the
individual.annot files. This resulted in a group atlas.gcs file.

2.8. Running the atlas on individual T1 scans

The resulting parcellation atlas is suitable for implementation in
future FreeSurfer analyses to automatically assign the Von Economo
Koskinas neuroanatomical labels to cortical surface reconstructions.
Running this digital atlas on a FreeSurfer dataset produces two
parcellation annotation files, lh.economo.annot describing the atlas
parcellation for the left and rh.economo.annot describing the atlas
parcellation for the right hemisphere. Individual.annot files can then
be used in the mris anatomical stats function to extract MRI based
anatomical properties for each Von Economo Koskinas region for
both hemispheres, resulting in an output statistics data file added to
the FreeSurfer stats directory describing morphological metrics of each
of the automatically labeled regions. Example code to run the atlas on a
FreeSurfer dataset includes:

Fig. 4. Manually drawn individual FreeSurfer Von Economo Koskinas regions. Figure shows screenshots of lateral (A), medial (B) and ventral (C) aspects of the Von Economo
Koskinas regions as manually plotted onto individual FreeSurfer cortical surface reconstructions. Figure shows final segmentations of three exemplary subjects.
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DATA DIR= # describing the directory that includes the lh.co
lortable.txt, rh.colortable.txt, lh.economo.gcs, rh.economo.gcs
datafiles

SUBJECTS DIR= # the FreeSurfer subject directory containing
FreeSurfer output

SUBJECTNAME= # FreeSurfer Subjectname
# Formation of Von Economo Koskinas annotation files
mris ca label t ${DATA DIR}/lh.colortable.txt

${SUBJECTNAME} lh ${SUBJECTS DIR}/
${SUBJECTNAME}/surf/lh.sphere.reg ${DATA DIR}/lh.eco
nomo.gcs ${SUBJECTS DIR}/${SUBJECTNAME}/label/lh.e
conomo.annot

mris ca label t ${DATA DIR}/rh.colortable.txt
${SUBJECTNAME} rh ${SUBJECTS DIR}/
${SUBJECTNAME}/surf/rh.sphere.reg ${DATA DIR}/rh.eco
nomo.gcs ${SUBJECTS DIR}/${SUBJECTNAME}/label/rh.e
conomo.annot

# Create anatomical stat files
mris anatomical stats a ${SUBJECTNAME}/label/lh.econo

mo.annot f ${SUBJECTNAME}/stats/lh.economo.stats
${SUBJECTNAME} lh

mris anatomical stats a ${SUBJECTNAME}/label/rh.econo
mo.annot f ${SUBJECTNAME}/stats/rh.economo.stats
${SUBJECTNAME} rh

2.9. Segmentation consistency

We examined the consistency of the digitally segmented Von
Economo Koskinas atlas from three different perspectives: 1) manual
label consistency; 2) comparison of the automated and manual
segmentations; 3) between subject atlas consistency. Furthermore, 4)
we validated the digital atlas by comparing cortical thickness measure
ments as obtained from MRI with the histological width of the cortical
mantle data as reported by Von Economo and Koskinas.

2.9.1. Manual label consistency
Consistency in manual label drawing was assessed by resampling

each manually labeled FreeSurfer surface to the fsaverage FreeSurfer
average brain (yielding a resampled to fsaverage economo.annot file for
each individual hemisphere) and calculating the overlap in vertex label
assignment between the n=20 resampled individual annotation files.
Across all manually labeled FreeSurfer reconstructions, the vertex wise
label consistency was 74.6% (std 2.9%).

2.9.2. Comparison of automated and manual segmentations
To quantify the consistency of the automated Von Economo

Koskinas parcellation with the ground truth of the manually segmented
atlas files, we implemented a sliding window approach, building the
atlas on 19 of the 20 T1 scans included in the manually drawn training
set and applying it to the remaining scan. Then, for every individual
scan in the training set, we calculated the overlap between the label
assignment of all vertices in the surface reconstruction of the automatic
parcellation and the manual segmentation. Comparing the automatic
and manual segmentations yielded an atlas wide average vertex label
consistency of 78.7% (std 2.5%), with average consistency varying
between labels from 50.4 to 93.7%. With substantial variation in both
label size (ranging from on average 65 to 12063 vertices) and shape
(from large and almost square to a narrow ribbon shape), we further
investigated the influence of both factors on the observed label
consistency. We hypothesized that an individual label's consistency
score is affected by both its size (a large label will have a larger portion
of its vertices in its center, with a very low chance of switching label
affiliation), as well as its shape (an oblong label has more border
vertices and thus more opportunity to switch labels). Implementing a
generalized linear model with each label's fraction of edge vertices
(number of edge vertices/total vertex count) as a predictor and the
manual automatic segmentation consistency as an outcome variable
shows this edge vertex fraction to explain 56% of the variance in the
segmentation consistency outcome variable. Leaving out the top 10%
most elongated regions resulted in an automated manual vertex label
consistency of 82.3%.

Fig. 5. Automated FreeSurfer parcellation of Von Economo Koskinas regions onto individual scans. Figure shows screenshots of lateral (A), medial (B) and ventral (C) aspects of the
automatically parcellated FreeSurfer Von Economo Koskinas atlas on cortical surface reconstructions of the HCP dataset. Figure shows 3 exemplary subjects of the 438 sets examined.
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2.9.3. Across subject atlas consistency
Consistency of the automatic parcellation atlas across subjects was

computed by resampling the datasets in the HCP validation dataset (N
= 511) to the fsaverage FreeSurfer average brain, mapping each vertex
and its label to its corresponding fsaverage vertex (yielding a resampled
to fsaverage economo.annot file for each hemisphere), which enabled
vertex wise comparison between the automated atlas parcellation of
the individual HCP validation scans. The average overlap between
vertex labels across all subjects was computed, resulting in an across
subject consistency of 92.9% (std 1.14%). Similar to the comparison
with the manual ground truth, label consistency varied from 56.1 to
98.0% (std 9.1%), with those labels with the largest proportion of edge
vertices (the smallest and thinnest regions) showing the largest
variability.

2.9.4. Atlas verification using histological data
We validated the new MRI atlas by comparing MRI based estimates

of cortical thickness with the original reports of width of the cortical
mantle as reported by Von Economo and Koskinas (von Economo and
Koskinas, 1925). For this, we analyzed 438 high resolution T1
weighted datasets of the Human Connectome Project (S500 release,
voxel size 0.7 mm isotropic, age range 22 35 years) using the
FreeSurfer package (Fischl, 2012) for automatic tissue classification
and subsequent 3D cortical surface reconstruction. The FreeSurfer Von
Economo Koskinas atlas was applied to these datasets, subdividing
both hemispheres into 43 unique cortical regions using the lines of
code described above. T1 based cortical thickness estimates of the 43
cortical areas were obtained from the FreeSurfer stats files. The
resulting individual regional MRI cortical thickness estimates were
then averaged across both hemispheres as the investigations of Von
Economo and Koskinas most likely contained data encompassing both
hemispheres (at least no clear description is made of which hemisphere
was examined in which donor brain (von Economo and Koskinas,
1925)). Values were averaged across all subjects, which yielded 43
group averaged regional cortical thickness values. Region HA was
excluded from this comparison. Although HA is described as being
partially of cortical composition (containing the most upper part of the
parahippocampal gyrus) and was thus included in the FreeSurfer Von
Economo Koskinas atlas, the largest portion of this region is
hippocampal (uncus and Ammon's horn), which is labeled as sub
cortical in the FreeSurfer suite and therefore cannot be used for cortical
thickness measurements. Pearson correlation analysis between MRI
and histology derived metrics of cortical thickness revealed a high
correlation (Fig. 6; p=0.0006, r=0.5087). In line with our earlier
observations (Scholtens et al., 2015) MRI based measurements of
cortical thickness of primary motor cortex (region FA) showed a clear
underestimation compared to the histological data (2.7 vs 3.7 mm
thickness), likely related to the described strong myelination of
infragranular layers of FA (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925) and a
related undifferentiated border with the underlying white matter (Han
et al., 2006). In addition, the narrow and difficult to segment Von
Economo Koskinas regions FM and FN showed a clear overestima
tion of their MRI thickness compared to histological width of the
cortical mantle. Excluding these outliers from our comparison resulted
in a stronger correlation between the two modalities in measurements
of cortical thickness (p < 0.0001, r=0.6282).

3. Conclusion

We present a digital Von Economo Koskinas atlas usable in the
popular FreeSurfer suite. The atlas is accompanied by exemplary code
and acquired FreeSurfer data files to be easily applied on new
individual T1 scans, allowing for a subdivision of the cortical mantle
according to the cytoarchitectonic regions defined by Von Economo
and Koskinas.

When using the atlas the following points should be considered.

First, the cortical mapping presented in the original 1925 Von
Economo Koskinas atlas is based on differences in cytoarchitectonic
organization between cortical regions, with individual cytoarchitectonic
information combined into a more general cortical mapping based on
combined region localization (von Economo and Koskinas, 1925). The
final 1925 Economo Koskinas atlas does therefore not reflect any
inter individual variability, and since it is represented on a single
hemisphere does not convey any information on interhemispheric
variation. It is this averaged atlas that we aimed to project to MRI
space. Second, the implementation of our FreeSurfer Von Economo
Koskinas atlas is based on a manual drawing onto cortical surface
reconstructions of in vivo measured T1 scans, and thus does not
similar to other MRI atlases incorporate any information on the
cytoarchitecture of the individual in vivo scanned brains on which it is
applied.

Adding to previous publications that brought cytoarchitectonic
atlases into stereotaxic space (such as the atlas describing the Von
Economo Koskinas parietal lobe (Caspers et al., 2008; Caspers et al.,
2006)), the here presented MRI Von Economo Koskinas atlas does
not only cover the entire cortical surface, like the well known mapping
of the Brodmann atlas (Brodmann, 1909) by (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988), but also provides an opportunity to directly relate the mapped
regions back to the morphological data on which the mapping was
based (information which is not accessible for the Brodmann atlas).
Most importantly, different from for example the atlas of Brodmann
(Brodmann, 1909), Von Economo and Koskinas meticulously reported
rich details on the cytoarchitecture of all regions on which they based
their atlas, reporting on layer specific information on cell density, cell
size and layer width. This data as recently reproduced and documented
by LC Triarhou in (von Economo, 2009) can be applied to modern day
neuroimaging studies in a variety of ways. Implementations include
comparisons of MRI based and histological cortical thickness (as in
(Scholtens et al., 2015) and briefly shown here), or relating (functional)
connectivity profiles to cytoarchitectonic features such as layer wise
neuron size (van den Heuvel et al., 2015) or cortical type (Wylie et al.,
2015). Our hope is that implementation of the FreeSurfer Von
Economo Koskinas atlas into existing MR processing pipelines will
facilitate further incorporation of healthy cytoarchitectonic data into
imaging studies.

Fig. 6. MRI Histology cortical thickness comparison. Region-wise correlation between
Von Economo Koskinas histological measurements of width of the cortical mantle (y-
axis) and MRI based cortical thickness (x-axis) derived using the FreeSurfer Von
Economo Koskinas atlas.
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The atlas is presented as Supplemental material, will be made
publicly available online at www.dutchconnectomelab.org/economo
and is free to use under a Creative Commons Attribution
NonCommercial ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
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